Retailer’s Tools to Drive Sales
Differentiation is important to every food retailer. They all sell Heinz Ketchup, but they have
their own methods to stand out from the crowd.
You should have a strategy for each retailer and how you will support their initiatives that are
right for your product, category and business.

Flyers
Most food retailers distribute a weekly flyer. The number of items in the flyer and the depth of
the specials will change from one retailer to another.
Front page
The purpose of the front page is to drive traffic and price image. Many items are at cost or close
to cost with price discounts supported by suppliers.
Retailers will have sales targets for each item, and if they do not meet or exceed the targets,
they probably will not make it back to the front page. Most retailers will work 6-10 weeks out
on item selection for the front page. Front page ad items are usually supported with off shelf
merchandising to support the inventory required and improve labour efficiencies.
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Inside blocks
Each department will receive an allotment of blocks inside the flyer. They are there to deliver
sales and margin to “mix back” relative to the investments on the front page. Items will be
selected to complement the front-page items, a particular seasonal push or in some cases even
to manage labour. A very labour intensive item on the front page will be paired up with a low
labour item on the inside of the ad.
The margin on inside blocks is usually half of the regular shelf margin. Most inside blocks are
merchandised with a secondary display, sometimes to encourage sales that offset front page
investments. For example, selling medium ground beef at 15% margin is better than selling the
lean ground beef on the front page at 5% margin.

Themes
Most flyers include a percentage of space for discretionary themes, institutional pages and
seasonal themes. Often suppliers are charged to participate in these opportunities. They are
there to differentiate the offering, position the format and deliver incremental sales and
margin. Off shelf displays are usually created to support these themes as long as sales warrant
the space.

Back page
The back page is flexible. Some weeks it will be used to add more sales volume to the ad if the
front page is weak, or it could be used to highlight a particular department like produce when
stone fruit is in season. When there are a lot of grocery items, it is usually an indication the
retailer is trying to meet some volume commitments with suppliers.

In Store
Reward programs
Loyalty points have become a very important in store tool to
drive sales and reinforce differentiation, not to mention create
more loyalty. We know there are shoppers who buy at Sobeys
because of Air Miles.
Suppliers pay for the program up front and make a deposit in an
‘account’ to pay for the Air Miles or points. As your product sells,
your balance is reduced. Retailers will illustrate how items with
these rewards will outpace store sales growth.
They do have the capability to develop consumer profiles for the
shoppers buying your products with loyalty points. This is the
true value in the investment.
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In store specials
Most food retailers will have a rotation of in store specials or as
Walmart calls them ‘rollbacks.’ These are limited time (4-8 weeks)
discounts suppliers commit to offering.
Usually the supplier and the retailer will split the value of the
discount from regular retail. This puts a sign on your products and for
some items a space in off shelf merchandising.

Multi buys
Front-end cash register systems become more sophisticated,
which gives retailers more opportunities to discount and
differentiate.
Multi buys reward consumers who pick up more than one item
with a lower per unit price. This drives the average order higher
and is one method retailers use to increase their share of the
shopper’s cupboard.
Their philosophy is the more in the cupboard from their store
the better they are. Retailers and suppliers will both invest
some of the discount.

Off shelf displays
Themes are popular in food retail. They drive incremental sales
and create an event in store. Often suppliers will pay for the
extra space, and this can also be tied into ad programs.
Displays are built in high traffic areas to create interest and
provide enough inventory for the sell through.
Depending on the labour situation, some retailers will
encourage suppliers to help with these displays. These do not
have to be national programs, and they can be an opportunity
for complimentary products to participate.
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